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(Green=Asian American. Purple=Latino. Orange=white. Pink=Native American. Blue=African
American. Click to enlarge. Alternate view here.)
If you want to see your country for real, take a look at The Measure of America, a website
and book about how we're doing. The project tracks what it calls the Human Development
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Index, factoring in health and education and standard living. The findings make sense,
intuitively -- we all know that some of us live better than others, and that we can sometimes
predict that. What I find startling is the size of the gap:

Video: Online bomb
recipes complicate antiterror efforts

The typical Asian American in New Jersey lives one quarter century longer, is eleven
times more likely to have a graduate degree, and earns $33,149 more per year than
the typical Native American in South Dakota, whose earnings are below the median
American earnings of 1960.
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You could say that sure, of course the person in New Jersey makes more money than the one
in South Dakota -- the states operate on very different economic scales. But I find it very hard
to think away the outcome of that, with one person reasonably expecting to live 25 years longer
than another. We're supposed to be the United States of America, aren't we?
Bonus love: The Measure of America compiles data by state and by congressional district.
Data hounds, tell us what you see about where you live. This is a goldmine.
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Discuss this post
BeeBird
Dear Rachel - my pet peeve are meaningless figures. This is an example of one. It doesn't make any
sense at all without a figure legend or labeling of the x-axis. Thus, it ineffective in making your point or
any point.
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Big T-2689067
BeeBird, thank you. I knew something was off (missing) in addition to "where are all the Anglo's? It
only shows minorities. I want to see the differences between all groups, not just some groups.
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